Data Protection - Legal Notice

This document contains additional and detailed information on data protection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Controller</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERASMUS UNIVERSITEIT ROTTERDAM (EUR), with legal address Burgemeester Oudlaan 50, Rotterdam, 3062 PA, Netherlands, The Coordinator.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIENCE FOR CHANGE, SL (SfC), with legal address C/ Vilamari 50, 08901, Barcelona Spain.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENICE INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY (VIU), with legal address Isola di Servolo, Venezia 30100, Italy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PROVOST, FELLOWS, FOUNDATION SCHOLARS &amp; THE OTHER MEMBERS OF BOARD, OF THE COLLEGE OF THE HOLY &amp; UNDIVIDED TRINITY OF QUEEN ELIZABETH NEAR DUBLIN (TCD), with legal address College Green, Dublin 2, Ireland.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAPPEENRANNAN-LAHDEN TEKNILLINEN YLIOPISTO LUT (LUT), with legal address Yliopistonkatu 34, Lappeenrant 53850, Finland.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMICABLU SRL (FB), with legal address Nazario Sauro 2, Bologna BO 40121, Italy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIVERSITAT DE VALENCIA (UVEG), with legal address Avenida Blasco Ibanez 13, Valencia 46010, Spain.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STICHTING VU (VU), operating and doing business as Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, with legal address De Boelelaan 1105, AMSTERDAM 1081 HV, Netherlands.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STICKYDOT SRL (SD), with legal address Rue du Monastere 10, Bruxelles 1000, Belgium.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundación Española para la Ciencia y la Tecnología F.S.P. (FECYT), calle Pintor Murillo 15, 28100 Alcobendas (Madrid, ES).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.I.S.S.A. MEDIALAB SRL (SML), with legal address Via Bonomea 265, Trieste 34136, Italy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALLINN UNIVERSITY (TLU), with legal address Narva Road 25, Tallinn 10120, Estonia.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIVERSITY OF THE WEST OF ENGLAND, BRISTOL (UWE), with legal address UWE Bristol, Frenchay Campus, Coldharbour Ln, Bristol BS16, United Kingdom.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Purpose of the processing | Communication and dissemination activities will ensure high visibility of the CC and Academy activities, services and resources throughout the ERA, as well as enabling mutual learning about good scicomm practice with a wide range of consolidated and emerging actors. Specific objectives are:  
- Build the profiles of the CC and Academy, raising awareness of their activities and priorities.  
- Highlight materials and activities available including the scicomm tools, the library of resources (including the handbooks), as well as the training available in a way that is flexible and responsive to critical situations.  
- Involve and activate N&R hubs / other international networks in co-producing materials and support the sharing of information and knowledge by disseminating through their communication channels and events.  
- Organise a series of high-profile events that provide an opportunity to celebrate successes, showcase tools and resources and provide taster sessions of training to mainstream the CC activities. | +info |
| Lawfulness | GDPR: 6.1 a) The data subject has given consent to the processing of his or her personal data for one or more specific purposes. | +info |
| Recipients | COALESCE European project partners | +info |
| Rights | Rights of access, rectification, deletion, limitation of processing, portability of data, opposition and not being subject to automated individual decisions, including the preparation of profiles. | +info |
| Provenance | the data subject | +info |
| Additional information | You can consult the additional and detailed information by clicking on this link | +info |
Additional information

Data Controller

Who is the controller for processing your data??

ERASMUS UNIVERSITEIT ROTTERDAM (EUR), with legal address Burgemeester Oudlaan 50, Rotterdam, 3062 PA, Netherlands, The Coordinator.

SCIENCE FOR CHANGE, SL (SfC), with legal address C/ Vilamari 50, 08901, Barcelona Spain.

VENICE INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY (VIU), with legal address Isola di Servolo, Venezia 30100, Italy.

THE PROVOST, FELLOWS, FOUNDATION SCHOLARS & THE OTHER MEMBERS OF BOARD, OF THE COLLEGE OF THE HOLY & UNDIVIDED TRINITY OF QUEEN ELIZABETH NEAR DUBLIN (TCD), with legal address College Green, Dublin 2, Ireland.

LAPPEENRANNAN-LAHDEN TEKNILLINEN YLIOPISTO LUT (LUT), with legal address Yliopistonkatu 34, Lappeenrant 53850, Finland.

FORMICABLU SRL (FB), with legal address Nazario Sauro 2, Bologna BO 40121, Italy.

UNIVERSITAT DE VALENCIA (UVEG), with legal address Avenida Blasco Ibanez 13, Valencia 46010, Spain.

STICHTING VU (VU), operating and doing business as Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, with legal address De Boelelaan 1105, AMSTERDAM 1081 HV, Netherlands.

STICKYDOT SRL (SD), with legal address Rue du Monastere 10, Bruxelles 1000, Belgium.

Fundación Española para la Ciencia y la Tecnología F.S.P. (FECYT), calle Pintor Murillo 15, 28100 Alcobendas (Madrid, ES).

S.I.S.S.A. MEDIALAB SRL (SML), with legal address Via Bonomea 265, Trieste 34136, Italy.

TALLINN UNIVERSITY (TLU), with legal address Narva Road 25, Tallinn 10120, Estonia.

UNIVERSITY OF THE WEST OF ENGLAND, BRISTOL (UWE), with legal address UWE Bristol, Frenchay Campus, Coldharbour Ln, Bristol BS16, United Kingdom.
You can contact our Data Protection Officer by writing to the contact e-mail EUR - Project coordinator: It.servicedesk@eur.nl or FECYT: dpo@fecyt.es.

Main aspects of the joint controller agreement

The entities have signed a joint controller agreement in which the following aspects are highlighted as relevant:

- FECYT participates in the treatments of work package WP 6 Tasks 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 related to “Mainstreaming the European Competence Centre for SciComm (encourage & embed).”
- Data processed by FECYT may be shared with principal investigators of FORMICABLU SRL (FB) and UNIVERSITY OF THE WEST OF ENGLAND, BRISTOL (UWE). The project partners may keep the data for 10 years, but FECYT will apply the “How long will we keep your data?” principle.

Purpose of the processing

For what purpose do we process your personal data?

At FECYT we process the information that the data subjects facilitate us with the purpose of Communication and dissemination activities will ensure high visibility of the CC and Academy activities, services and resources throughout the ERA, as well as enabling mutual learning about good scicomm practice with a wide range of consolidated and emerging actors. Specific objectives are:

- Build the profiles of the CC and Academy, raising awareness of their activities and priorities.
- Highlight materials and activities available including the scicomm tools, the library of resources (including the handbooks), as well as the training available in a way that is flexible and responsive to critical situations.
- Involve and activate N&R hubs / other international networks in co-producing materials and support the sharing of information and knowledge by disseminating through their communication channels and events.
- Organise a series of high-profile events that provide an opportunity to celebrate successes, showcase tools and resources and provide taster sessions of training to mainstream the CC activities.
In the event that the personal data provided belong to a third party, the data subject guarantees that he/she has informed said third party of this Legal Notice and obtained their authorization to provide their data to FECYT for the purposes indicated above. He / she also guarantees that the information provided is accurate and up-to-date, and is responsible for any direct or indirect damage or loss that may be caused as a result of the breach of such obligation.

**How long will we keep your data?**

The personal data provided will be kept for the time necessary to fulfill the purpose for which they were collected and to determine the possible liabilities that could derive from said purpose and the processing of the data. The provisions of the internal file and documentation regulations shall apply.

Where processing is legally based on consent, the data will be preserved while data subject does not withdraw consent, or does not execute a suppression or opposition right.

**Lawfulness**

**What is the legitimation for the treatment of your data?**

The fundamental legal basis for the treatment of your personal data resides in:

- **GDPR: 6.1 a) The data subject has given consent to the processing of his or her personal data for one or more specific purposes.**

For those processing whose legitimation is the consent, the data subject has the right to withdraw the consent at any time, without affecting the legality of the treatment based on the consent prior to its withdrawal.

**Recipients**

**To which addressees will the data be communicated?**

The categories of the addressees are: COALESCE European project partners.

**To which countries do we carry out international data transfer?**

Does not provide for international data transfers.
Rights

What are your rights if you provide your data?

Anyone can request confirmation on whether or not we are processing personal data concerning him or her in the FECYT; in that case, the data subjects have the right to access their personal data and certain information provided by law.

The data subject shall have the right to request the rectification of the data when the data are inaccurate or, if applicable, request the deletion when, among other reasons, they are no longer necessary for the purposes for which they were collected.

Under certain circumstances, the data subjects may request the limitation of the processing of their data, in which case, they may only be subject to processing, with the exception of their preservation, with the consent of the interested party or for the formulation, exercise or defense of claims, or with the aim of protecting the rights of another natural or legal person or for reasons of important public interest at the national or regional level.

The data subject shall have the right to receive the personal data concerning him/her, that he/she has provided to the FECYT, in a structured format, of common use and mechanical reading, and to transmit them to another controller for the processing without being prevented by the FECYT, provided that the processing is based on consent or is necessary for the execution of a contract in which the data subject is a party or for the application at the latter’s request of pre-contractual measures and provided that the processing is carried out by automated means. In these cases, the interested party shall have the right to have the personal data transmitted directly from the FECYT to the new data controller when technically possible.

Under certain circumstances and for reasons related to their particular situation, the data subjects may object to the processing of their data. The FECYT will stop processing them, unless it proves legitimate compelling reasons for the processing that prevail over the interests, rights and freedoms of the data subject, or for the formulation, exercise or defense of possible claims.

The data subject shall have the right not to be the subject of a decision based solely on automated processing, including the elaboration of profiles, which produces legal effects on him/her or affects him/her significantly in a similar way, unless there is any circumstance that justifies it.
These rights can be exercised through a form that we have at your disposal at the FECYT headquarters, located at C/ Pintor Murillo No. 15, 28100 Alcobendas (Madrid, ES), or by requesting it by email to the address protecciondatos@fecyt.es accompanying the accreditation of your identity.

You can also exercise these rights if you do not receive a reply from us within a month, before the Spanish Control Authority http://www.agpd.es, to request information about your rights.

We kindly ask you to notify of any change in your personal data, to help keep our files updated.

Provenance

How have we obtained your data?

The personal data processed by FECYT come from the data subject.

The categories of personal data concerned are:

Identification: Name and surname, Postal address, Email, Image / voice.
Employment details: affiliation, occupation.
Personal: age, gender.

IN THE EVENT THAT THERE IS ANY CONTRADICTION WITH ANY OTHER LEGAL NOTICE / DATA PROTECTION CLAUSE, THE PROVISIONS OF THIS LEGAL NOTICE ON DATA PROTECTION WILL PREVAIL.